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1. Introduction 

This document contains all essential information for the user to make full use of the Bot 
Scheduler Metabot logic.  This manual includes a description of the functions and capabilities 
and step-by-step procedures for setup & configuration of the Bot. 

1.1 Overview 

Automation Anywhere provides the ability to schedule bots using the control room scheduling 
feature. However sometimes there are scenarios where you need to create a custom schedule 
that does not exist. This metabot simplifies this process by allowing you to provide a handful of 
input values to dynamically create a control room schedule from a taskbot based on your own 
custom criteria.  

1.2 Common Use cases 

Self-Healing Recovery Use Case 

A task bot fails due to an unresponsive application or an inability to complete actions due to 
some other criteria. Simply add the Metabot to the end of your task bot and provide the input 
variables for the bot to reschedule itself to run. This eliminates the manual intervention of a 
control room admin needing to ad-hoc schedule a task bot to run due to an interruption in the 
scheduled run. This method has increased the productivity of task bots that can schedule 
themselves while decreasing the workload of a control room admin.  

 

Non-Existent Control Room Schedule Type Use Case 

In some use cases for task bots the control room scheduling might not have the necessary 
options for repetitive schedules. One common use case is “Last Day of Every Month”. By adding 
this Metabot into your Taskbot and calculating the last day of the month the bot can handle 
this requirement. The control room admin can manually schedule the bot to run 1 time and 
then moving forward it will schedule itself for the next upcoming end of month.  

 

Preventing Bot Runner Task Queues Use Case 

Some Taskbots vary in the length of runtime based on the number of records or actions being 
performed. If the Taskbot is on a repetitive schedule and there is a high workload the tasks can 
queue up on the bot runner. The Metabot can help maximize bot runner optimization by 
scheduling the next occurrence. A use has a business requirement that a Taskbot runs every 30 
minutes, but in testing there are some time periods where it takes longer than 30 minutes to 
complete the task. Add the Metabot to the end of the Taskbot and let it schedule itself to run 5 
minutes after completing the current execution.   
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2. Requirements & Prerequisites 

 

2.1 System Requirements 

This Metabot should work on all systems without any system requirements.   

2.2 Prerequisites 

The Metabot has been successfully tested with Automation Anywhere v11.3.x. But it should 
work with all 11.x versions. Feel free to report any issues with other versions.  

The bot runner using the metabot will need to have control room permissions for Run + 
Schedule.  

2.3 Security Measures 

N/A 

2.4 Disclaimers 

N/A 
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3. Getting Started 

3.1 Skill Matrix 

N/A 

3.2 Installation Hierarchy 

N/A 

3.3 Quick Start 

The Dynamic Bot Scheduler is contained within the “My Tasks\Bot Store\BotScheduler-
BotDog\My MetaBots” folder and will need to be copied into the main “My Metabots” folder.  

3.3.1 Setup 

Once in the Automation Anywhere “My Metabots” folder this can be used within any Taskbot.  

3.3.2 Configuration  

Below is a list of the variables needed to run the Metabot.  

INPUT VARIABLES: Input Variables to be mentioned in this Table 

Variable Name Type Mandatory Purpose Example Input 

vControlRoom Text Yes 

To identify the control room to create 
the new schedule. Best practice is to use 
the system variable $AAControlRoom$ 

 

$AAControlRoom
$ 

vUserName Text Yes 
The username to login to the control room 

authentication. 
domain\\user123 

vPassword Text Yes The password to authenticate for the user. password123! 

vBotName Text Yes 
The name of the taskbot file to schedule 

include the atmx extension. 
Testbot.atmx 

vDeviceName Text Yes The bot runner name the taskbot will be 
scheduled on in the control room. The 

system variable for Machine can be used if 
the bot will be deployed on the same device. 

  

$Machine$ 

vStartDate Date  

(yyyy-
MM-dd) 

Yes The date at which the bot should be 
executed.  

2020-02-01 

vStartTime Time 
(HH:M

M) 

Yes The time at which the schedule should begin.  

 

14:30 
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vTimeZone Text Yes 

The timezone the bot is scheduled against. 
The default timezone is set to UTC. A list of 

support timezones can be found here: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_tz_dat

abase_time_zones 

America/Los_Ang
eles 

vErrorFolder Text Yes Folder Path for Logs and Snapshots.  

vLogFolder Text Yes Folder Path to view error log statements.  

vSnapshotFolder Text Yes Folder Path to view error snapshots.  

 

 

OUTPUT VARIABLES: Output Variables to be mentioned in this Table. 

Variable Name Type Mandatory Purpose Example Output 

vResponse Text Yes This will contain the 
successful scheduling 
response or if there is 
an error it will return 
the error message.  
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1. Logs 

 

You can setup the Log Folder location using the input variables, a log file will be generated, and 
it will contain timestamps and error messages.  
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2. Troubleshooting & Support 

 

2.1 Support 

 

For any feedback, enhancement ideas, or support please email botdogrpa@gmail.com 

 

 

2.2 FAQs 

• How do I know if the schedule was a success? The output variable will either return 
an error or a message about the contents of the successful schedule. You can also login 
to the control room and see if the schedule is visible.  
 

• Can this be used in multiple bots? Yes this bot is using the Control Room APIs to 
perform the actions.  
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Appendix A: Record of Changes 

 

No. Version Number Date of Change Author Notes 

1 1.0 2/4/2020 Zeth Baker Initial Version 

 

 

 

 

 


